Episode Description

Giuseppe is a student attending Bologna’s medical university in the 1300’s. I am currently a student attending Johns Hopkins University and I will be interviewing Giuseppe to learn more about what daily life of a student during this time experienced. We will also be discussing the type of medical knowledge learned at Bologna and other universities across Eurpoe.

Find the full text transcript for this episode here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J3MX6l2-N2L7WmzGuhpDaZDJykq9gQl8c5sVP4W2k gg/edit?usp=sharing
For more information regarding this topic read these primary sources:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hxZgay8DzYqqXaJsyTeXjniAVRWRo?usp=sharing